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The work I would like to report on was carried out by Boris Jacob-
son and myself (7). I t is not really field theory except perhaps for 
the words « Time Eeversal». We undertook to re-examine our know
ledge concerning Time Eeversal Invariance (TBI) in strong inter
actions. Our reasons for doing so were as follows: 

1. The classic work of Lee and Yang (2) emphasized the impor
tance of carefully re-examining the evidence for our belief that even 
the strong interactions are invariant under P, C, and T. If the break
down of these invariances in the strong interactions were solely due 
to the presence of β-decay type forces, then the degree of admixture, 
F, of forces odd under these symmetries should be less than ~ 10 - 1 2 . 
However, since some particles like the μ-meson and neutrino only 
have weak interactions, it is legitimate to ask whether there are forces 
of nuclear origin which do not satisfy P, C, or Τ invariance. 

2. N. Tanner (3) and D. Wilkinson (4) were able to demonstrate 
experimentally that P P < 3 10-4. 

3. Charge conjugation plays no direct role in low and medium 
energy nuclear physics (except for PCT). 

4. Precise experimental checks of the predictions of quantum 
electrodynamics rule out any but very small deviations from Maxwell's 
equations. Hence atomic and molecular phenomena (involving long 
wave lengths) reflect TBI . 

At the time of our investigation, P I ,<0.1 . Since then, various 
experiments (5), have lowered this limit to 0.03. I t is difficult to 
achieve high precision for reasons which will become apparent, but I 
will not say much more about the experiments. 

In addition to studying (a) detailed balance experiments, we have 

* Present address: Physics Department, University of Washington, Seattle, 
Washington. 
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examined, (b) polarization phenomena, (c) β-decay, and (d) correlation 
in successive transition for their sensitivity to TBI . 

Time reversal (TB) is that operation which takes a physical system 
at time t into the corresponding state at time — t. I t can be de
fined by the properties that 

(1) 

position r + r, time — momentum ρ -+—ρ, 

angular momentum J — J, and electric field <f->+ 

magnetic field tf-^ — Jtf. 

and that the expectation values of any operator Q at times t and 
— t are related by 

( 2 ) = <0r(-t)\QT\Wr[-t)>, 

where Ψ and Φ are state functions, and the subscript Τ refers to the 
time reversed states and operators. 

As is well known, the operation of TB, unlike Ρ and G, is not a 
unitary transformation. However, it follows from the above that there 
exists a unitary matrix, Z7, which relates Q and QT (6): 

(3) U'QU=QT, 

where Q is the transpose of Q. 
If QT = Q, then Q is said to be invariant under TBI. In parti

cular, if the Hamiltonian satisfies this condition, then the system as 
a whole is invariant under TBI . If this is not the case, then Η can 
be broken into 2 parts He and H0 (real and imaginary in a suitable 
representation), where under TB, IIe-+He and £T0-> — H0. 

An example of H0 is an interaction 

( 4 ) V(r) [σχ r σ2 ρ + σχ ρ σ2 · Γ] + h. c. 

Such phenomenological potentials can be constructed from a meson 
field, but do not follow from a local, non-derivative or gradient coupling 
which satisfies charge independence. 

From the above definition it follows that if 

(5) Σ |r>*,(*) 
then 

(6) Vr(t) = l\R>Ta*r(-t) 
with 

\r>r= U\r>. 
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Furthermore, we have * 

(7) KMΨ)]τ = Μ)<8\Q\r>\r}]T = Q\\Ψ(-t}T . 
It is useful in most problems dealing with TEI to choose a definite 
phase. In a representation where the angular momentum J and its 
projection Μ are diagonal one has 

(8) and 

\aJM}T= {-iy+M\ocrJ-M} , 

where α are other indices that characterize the state. 
Combining (7) and (8), one finds for the scattering solution by a 

potential V 

(9) VP^(X9a9k98lJm1...)]r^ 

= " 1 +... j i + Ε _ κ ^ γ τ _ ί ε 7 Γ } Φ(Ε, ocT, - k, 8 U - m 1 . . . ) , 

where Ε and k specify the energy and momentum, Κ is the kinetic 
energy operator, and Sj and m, represent spins and their projections. 
If TE I holds, then V=VT, |α> = |α>Γ and the coefficients of the 
bound-state wave-functions are real. Then, for the scattering matrix JR, 
we have 

(10) </|E|i> = <ί Γ|Β Γ|/ Γ> = <iT\R\fT>. 

With this introduction, let us examine the implications of TE I for 
various phenomena. 

I. Nuclear Reactions (No Polarization) 

For a transition from an initial state into a final state /, the ampli
tude is proportional to an element of the ^-matrix. One important 

* There is an additional factor of — I if Q connects states of integral 
and half integral angular momentum. 
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property of the ^-matrix, which is independent of TBI, is that 8 is 
unitary, 

ss* = S*S = 1 . 

If TBI holds, then in a representation where J is diagonal, 8 is not 
only unitary but also symmetric * 

< / l ^ l * > = < < l ^ l / > -

If this representation is not used, then one has 

<ft„ *„ mn · -\S\ki, mi9 · · ·> = 

= <—*,,*<, — mi9 »-\S\—kfJsf,—mf, · · · > (— 1)·'+··· . 

In any case this symmetry of the ^-matrix leads to the principle of 
detailed balance 

0 7 ^ " *?g t ' 

where ^ and gr̂  are statistical weight factors. TB cannot, however 
be applied to the above statement; that is detailed balance does not 
imply TBI . A familiar example to all of you is that in Born ap
proximation, the hermiticity of the perturbing Hamiltonian JET' implies 

<]\8\ΐ> = <f\H'\i} = < i | J T ' | / > * . 

The physical reason, of course, is that the outgoing waves which be
come ingoing in the time-reversed situation are not present in the 
Born approximation description of the matrix element. 

Another condition that may assure detailed balance even if TBI 
does not hold is the unitary property of the N-matrix. An example 
occurs when only 2 channels are open on the energy shell (e.g., for 
a given angular momentum J only elastic scattering and one reaction 
occur and no angular distributions are measured). Then 

\<f\S\i>\* = \<i\S\f>\* 

follows immediately from the form of the most general 2x2 ^-matrix, 
which is, aside from an over all phase 

cos 0 exp [ιΦ\ i sin θ exp [ίη\ \ 
i sin 0 exp [— ίη] cos 0 exp [— i<P]J 

* This can be demonstrated explicitly for the very simple case of orbital 
momentum |ΐιΓΓ>, since [ilY?]r = (— l ) , + m i , r l

- m = (ilY?)*. 
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TB I demands η = 0, but this phase is not determined by the reaction 
measurement. 

This particular restriction is applicable to the reaction 

y + d^±n + p , 

where the two nucleon states which can be reached are the 180 and 
3^2,i,o* The Ρ and /S-states do not interfere, because the total spin 
is a good quantum number. The Born approximation applies to the 
P-states and the 2-state theorem to the #-state. 

The 2-state theorem can be generalized to other situations if the 
^-matrix can be broken into blocks. For one block, suppose that we 
have states a, and bk connected by 

<<*,|/S|ft*> = Ajk(a\M\b}, 

<Μ̂ Κ> = A w<6|Jf|a>, 
with 

\Λ\ = \λ\. 
Without any further restrictions other than unitarity (of the block) 
we find 

|<a|Jf|6>|" = |<ft|Jf|a>|«, 
and therefore 

|<α,^|ί.|» = |<&.|β|α,>|«. 

An example of such a situation are the reactions 

ρ + ρ 5± π+ + d 

near threshold. Beciprocity has been used here to obtain the spin of 
the pion. I t is perhaps fortunate that this result is independent of TBI . 

In conclusion, it is clear that a sensitive test of TBI by means of 
detailed balance requires many competing channels. An example is 
d + 1 4 N « ± a + 1 2 C , studiend by Bodansky et ah (5) and gives P^O.03. 

• II. Polarization Measurements 

The relevance of these experiments have also recently been stressed 
by Bell and Mandl (7) (9). 

The representation in which J is diagonal is not necessarily the 
most useful one here, since the spin of the projectile in a definite di
rection may be measured. The transition or Ε-matrix can, however 
be written as a matrix B(k2, fcx)=E(2, 1) in the spine-space of the 
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two particles. If TBI holds, then 

B(2, 1) = BT(-1, — 2) = UR(2, l)Uf. 

Unitarity is not usually important here (many open channels). How
ever, the additional assumption of rotational an parity invariance may 
be an important restriction. For example, for a spin \ system, the 
most general form of the B-matrix is 

B= U{W, k^k2) + iV(k2, ki-kJa-kiXh 

and this is even under TBI . Hence TB I cannot be tested for such 
systems. In general, the restriction imposed by TBI can be discussed 
most simply by remembering that the polarization must be detected, 
for example, by an additional scattering. Thus the transition rate 
Pfi, is given by 

P,,(3, 2, 1) - Spur{Bb(3, 2)P a (2, 1) Bj(21) B*(32)} 

= Spur{^(3, 2) ρβ(2, 1) } , 

where ε = B*B is an unnormalized efficiency matrix and ρ == BB1" is 
an unnormalized density matrix. 

Since 
(PQ)T = QtPT 

TBI implies 

ρτ(2, 1) = B*(2, 1) B,(2, 1) = B\~ 1 , - 2 ) B(-1, - 2) = ε(-1, - 2) 

and 
P„(3, 2, 1) = Spur {εα(-1, - 2) Q b ( - 2, - 3)} . 

In other words time reversal implies «polarization » = asymmetry, or 
that detailed balance holds for the double scattering. By using a 
polarizer of spin > 0 and an analyzer of spin zero of known efficiency 
as a function of energy, and by doing the reverse experiment, one has 
a means of setting an upper limit on FT. This type of measurements 
was carried out by Hillman et al. (5) and by Abaskian and Hafner («5). 

III. Beta-Decay 

The most useful tests of TB I in β-decay depend on the presence of 
both Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements. Such experiments 
measure, for instance, a quantity proportional to 

Im {{GrG*. + G'ru*]MYMtr}, 
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where Gr, CA are vector and axial vector coupling constants and MVJ 

Jf G T are the nuclear matrix elements. Only if nuclear forces are in
variant under TE I does the above experiment directly yield infor
mation about TE I in weak interaction. However, except for acci
dental cancellations, the small phase angle (imaginary part) recently 
measured by Burgy and others (8) for the neutron decay, indicates 
TE I to that degree of accuracy for both weak and strong interactions. 

Another type of experiment that is sensitive to TE I is a direct 
measurement of the phase angle of nuclear wave-functions by means 
of correlations in successive radiations. As we saw earlier our choice 
of phase implies reality of the nuclear wave-functions (phase η = 0 
or 180°) if TE I holds, and thus the reduced matrix element (eTflgJ J ) 
in a γ-ray transition 

must be real. Lack of TE I need not at all implicate electromagnetic 
forces, but can arise solely due to the imaginary part of the nuclear 
wave-functions. The advantage of γ-rays is, in fact, that final state 
interactions are negligible (η <5χ10~ 4 for 1 MeV γ-rays) and Born 
approximation is applicable. 

There are two classes of experiments; those that measure cos 17 
or η2 and those that measure sin η or η. Let me merely mention 
that in a double cascade from unoriented nuclei the correlation func
tion can always be written as 

Both IόI and COST? can be measured simultaneously. 
To measure sin η it is necessary to resort to triple correlation ex

periments or other equally difficult feats. To analyze these in a simple 
manner, consider a general γ-ray transition from an arbitrarily oriented 
nuclear state (Fig. 1). 

To lowest order one has TE non-invariant terms of the following 

IV. Correlations in Successive Radiations 

<J"Jf '|0i|J2f> = (JLMN\J'M>)(J'\\QL\\J) 

W(0) ω1+\δ\2ω% + 2 | δ |cosηω ζ, 

Υν^Υλ =161exP - = I * I θ χ ρ r*d · 
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One advantage of breaking up the γ-ray transitions as shown is 
that it makes clear that the second and not the last transition must 
be a mixed one to provide the necessary interference for a TE sen
sitive test. 

A measurement of linear polarization requires no analyzer, but 
does need the production of a third-order orientation in state a. This 

3 9 6 

form: 

No measurement of polarization R~ (k-Jb)(k-JaxJb) 

Measuremeut of circular polarization Β ~ (k-o)(k'JaxJb) 

Measurement of linear polarization B~ (k-Jaxe)(e-Jb)(k-Ja) 

where € is a unit vector that specifies the direction of polarization). 

1 Jo 

k 

® 
* Jb 
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The dectection of any of these would unequivocally prove that TE 
is violated in strong interactions. The analyzer must be capable of 
detecting the orientation of b and the polarizer must produce the 
degree of orientation of a. An example suggested by Lee and Yang (9) 
is to produce a first-order polarization in a by β-decay (it can also 
be obtained by a magnetic field) and to detect the alignment of b by 
an unmixed radiator. One then measures, (see Fig. 2) : (ft · ft') (ρβ · ft χ ft'). 
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can be obtained by a first forbidden β-decay transition. Circular pola
rization offers no advantages over the triple correlations since a de
tector is still required. 

The correlation experiments are, in principle, capable of improving 
our knowledge concerning TB I in strong interactions. They are also 
the most difficult, and to my knowledge, remain to be carried out. 




